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The Biography and Autobiography of Sherlock 
Holmes by Mycroft Holmes and Sherlock Holmes, 
edited by Don Libey. Campbell & Lewis. 2013. 238 
pp. $17 
 Last year I reviewed here Mr Libey’s The 
Autobiography of Sherlock Holmes, one of the most 
revisionist and fun books I have read in our field. I 
did, however, point out that, because of the number 
of Americanisms present, Mr Libey’s discovery 
might not actually be the real thing.  
 Don got in touch, saying that quite 
extraordinarily he had come across a 1925 Morocco-
bound privately printed volume entitled My Brother 
Sherlock – by Mycroft Holmes and that he wanted to 
reprint the Autobiography and add it to the 
Biography and bring them out in one volume. Might 
I cast an eye over both prior to publication? I did 
(receiving a small fee for so doing) and Don 
acknowledges such contribution as I made in the 
present volume: “…generous assistance…offering 
stylistic and editorial recommendations”. 
 Thus you know the context in which I write this 
review. 
 All I have to say about the Autobiography was 
basically there in the Winter 2012 issue: take a deep 
breath and just believe that all our givens about 
Holmes’s background are given away. In a 
remarkably well written way. 
 Mycroft’s biography — as delineated by Libey 
— is just as intriguing, but there is throughout the 
feeling of the “one-trick-pony”. The fight against 
Professor Moriarty and his organisation was crucial 
to the brothers; this text almost implies that there 
was nothing more. I did, however, much enjoy 
Mycroft’s (or Mr Libey’s) hard work in researching 
every possible MOR(iarty) spelling hints in the 
Canon — there are fifty-eight of them. 

NU 
 
Från Holmes till Sherlock by Mattias Boström. 
Piratförlaget. 2013. 514pp. 195kr (hbk) 
 It’s a delight to welcome a really important new 
work of Holmesian scholarship, even though, as an 
English monoglot, I’m unable to appreciate it to the 
full. Från Holmes till Sherlock, the masterwork of 
Mattias Boström, winner of the BSI’s 2009 Morley-
Montgomery Award, is in Swedish. A Danish 
edition is expected next year, and I very much hope 
that the book will be translated into English before 
too long. Meanwhile, the Scandinavian influence on 
the English language allows us to grasp the essence 
of some, at least, of Mr Boström’s text. The book is 
remarkably comprehensive, and, I suspect, reflects 

the author’s wit as well as his scholarship. In an 
interview posted on Dan Andriacco’s blog, at 
http://bakerstreetbeat.blogspot.co.uk/, he explains 
the immense amount of research involved, and adds: 
“I present some previously unknown facts regarding 
the years when Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was alive, 
but in the later half of the book there are big chunks 
of unknown facts.” Definitely one to look out for! 
 
Aide-de-Camp to Conan Doyle: The Boer War 
Diary of Charles Blasson edited by Ken Cooper. 
CreateSpace. 2013. 64pp. £6.99 (pbk) 
 In the preface to The Great Boer War, ACD 
wrote: “There are many who have helped me in my 
task, but I especially acknowledge the co-operation 
of Mr Blasson, of the Langman Hospital, now dead 
in the service of his country…” In 1900 Charles 
Blasson was one of five senior students from 
University College Hospital recruited as dressers to 
the medical professionals at the Langman Field 
Hospital in South Africa. Conan Doyle was there for 
just over four months, writing as well as tending the 
sick and wounded. Blasson, who acted as his 
secretary, died only three weeks later, on his twenty-
third birthday, of typhoid — the enteric fever that 
had laid John H Watson low at Peshawur. Ken 
Cooper, married to Blasson’s great-niece, has edited 
and published his diary, illustrated with twenty 
photographs and a map. The title isn’t inaccurate, 
though it implies a closer relationship with Conan 
Doyle than Blasson actually had, but it should attract 
people to read the book — which, short as it is, is an 
intelligent, honest and, in its very matter-of-factness, 
moving first-hand account of an extraordinary 
situation. Aide-de-Camp to Conan Doyle is available 
from Amazon.co.uk and Amazon.com. 
 
East Wind Coming: A Sherlockian Study Book by 
Yuichi Hirayama and John Hall. MX Publishing. 
2013. 240pp. £9.99 (pbk) 
 The Shoso-in Bulletin, published in English 
between 1991 and 2004, was the most truly 
international Holmesian periodical of all. It was 
founded by our distinguished Japanese member 
Hirayama Yuichi, whose own contributions alone 
justified the Bulletin’s existence. This new book 
gathers twenty-eight of Dr Hirayama’s essays, from 
The Shoso-in Bulletin, The Baker Street Journal, The 
Ritual and elsewhere, along with four collaborations 
with a leading English Holmesian, John Hall. Yuichi 
has discovered, in a Japanese detection manual of 
1940, the simple means by which Holmes 
determined the direction Herr Heidegger’s bicycle 



travelled on the moor. In Grand Duke Paul of 
Russia, he has identified the most credible candidate 
for the King of Bohemia. As a dentist, he explains, 
entirely convincingly (alas!), that Sherlock Holmes 
was toothless. The collaborations examine Holmes’s 
sporting prowess, Watson’s qualifications, and the 
travesty of Holmes in the Arsène Lupin canon — but 
most stimulating, I think, are the authors’ 
discussions of the first nine cases in The Adventures. 
Altogether it’s a fine collection! 

 
Conan Doyle: Writing, Profession and Practice by 
Douglas Kerr. Oxford University Press. 2013. 
288pp. £30.00 (hbk) 
 Each chapter looks at the various aspects of 
Conan Doyle’s unusually varied life, and considers 
the influence and the impact that they had on his 
writing. Born in Scotland of an Irish mother and a 
second-generation English father, he was schooled in 
England, studied medicine in Scotland, and for the 
rest of his life was based in England. All three 
cultures are evident in his writing, and Professor 
Kerr may be right in calling him Britain’s last 
national writer. His initial career in medicine, in 
which he twice acted as ship’s surgeon and briefly as 
ophthalmologist, as well as general practitioner, 
influenced his creation of Sherlock Holmes as the 
world’s first consulting detective. Even if you didn’t 
know, you could probably deduce from his fiction 
that he was also a scientist, sportsman, historian, 
liberal imperialist and amateur criminologist, and of 
course his spiritualist mission occupied much of the 
latter part of his life. Douglas Kerr’s essays are 
particularly valuable in placing each topic within its 
historical and social context. His prose is as 
intelligent and lucid as his approach to his subject. 
This is an admirable book. 
 
A Very British Murder: The Story of a National 
Obsession by Lucy Worsley. BBC Books. 2013. 
320pp. £20.00 (hbk) 
 As Chief Curator of Historic Royal Palaces, Dr 
Worsley is probably best known for her works on the 
monarchy and the development of the British home, 
but her interest in murder as a social phenomenon is 
genuine. In 1827 Thomas De Quincey’s satirical 
essay “On Murder Considered as One of the Fine 
Arts” broached the idea of the English as “Murder-
Fanciers”. He was inspired by the brutal killing in 
1811 of a shopkeeper and his family in Ratcliffe 
Highway, and the possible miscarriage of justice by 
which John Williams was speedily arrested, 
convicted and hanged. The Metropolitan Police, 
founded in 1829, developed in parallel with science 
and medicine. Detection of crime became gradually 
more sophisticated, but so did crime itself, including  
 

murder. Real-life detectives were immortalised in 
fiction — Inspector Field as Inspector Bucket in 
Bleak House, Inspector Whicher as Sergeant Cuff in 
The Moonstone — and fictional murder became big 
business, not least when it was satisfactorily solved 
by a truly great detective, as too few factual murders 
were. Sherlock Holmes came on to the scene just as 
the police and scientific specialists were learning, as 
Dr Worsley puts it, to read a body. It was a timely 
arrival. The Invention of Murder by Judith Flanders 
is rightly recommended as the fuller, more 
comprehensive study, and A Very British Murder 
makes a grand companion volume. 
 
Victoria’s Madmen: Revolution and Alienation 
by Clive Bloom. Palgrave Macmillan. 2013. 320pp. 
£20.00 (hbk) 
 Arthur Conan Doyle features in Professor 
Bloom’s new book as one of many extraordinary 
people whose ideas ran counter to, or sometimes 
parallel to, the accepted conformism of the British 
imperial establishment. Some were genuinely insane, 
like the painter Richard Dadd; some were truly bad; 
and some may have been deluded; while “Grey 
Owl”, for instance, pretended to be what he was not 
for a sound and worthwhile purpose. Some, like 
William Morris, knew that their visions were just 
that, but knew too that they were worth striving for. 
Drugs, ghosts, sham-messiahs, megalomania, piety, 
the fight against injustice — it’s all here, though the 
linking thread is not always apparent. There’s a 
bibliography, but, annoyingly, no sources are given 
for the many quotations. 
 
Benedict Cumberbatch, in Transition: An 
Unauthorised Performance Biography by 
Lynnette Porter. 2013. 352pp. £12.99 (pbk) 
 Lynnette Porter is the editor of Sherlock 
Holmes for the 21st Century: Essays on New 
Adaptations. Here she surveys Cumberbatch’s career 
as an actor, touching on his extra-curricular life only 
to the extent that it influences his acting or is 
influenced by the transition from jobbing actor to 
star to celebrity. The facts are meticulously (but not 
tediously) referenced, and the writing is both literate 
and engaging. Sherlock is the turning-point, but it’s 
good to be reminded of the extent and importance of 
the actor’s career, before, during and after the 
breakthrough to stardom: acclaimed rôles in 
Rhinoceros and Hedda Gabler at the Royal Court, 
After the Dance at the Old Vic, and Frankenstein at 
the National Theatre; performances as Van Gogh 
and Stephen Hawking on television; leading parts in 
Copenhagen, Neverwhere and the continuing 
comedy series Cabin Pressure on radio; War Horse, 
Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy in the cinema, and his  
 



emergence as a real film star in Star Trek: Into 
Darkness. Benedict Cumberbatch is a great actor, 
unpretentious, honest and dedicated.  
 
The Immortals: An Unauthorised Guide to 
Sherlock and Elementary by Matthew J Elliott. MX 
Publishing. 2013. 208pp. £9.99 (pbk) 
 I first encountered Matthew Elliott as a fellow-
contributor to the late Sherlock magazine — whose 
last issue appeared in 2006, the year in which Mark 
Gatiss, guest of honour at our Annual Dinner, told 
the Society of the mad idea he and Steven Moffat 
had for an updated Sherlock Holmes. A Study in 
Pink, the first episode of Sherlock, was broadcast by 
the BBC in July 2010. Meanwhile, Matthew had 
established himself as a scriptwriter and occasional 
actor, and as the deviser and presenter of our annual 
Film Evening. I can’t think of anyone better 
qualified to provide a survey of the series. Only six 
instalments have been aired so far, though the 
unshown pilot is included on the DVD set of season 
one — but, as every schoolboy knows, two years 
later the pilot episode of Elementary was broadcast 
in America by CBS, leading to a first season of 
twenty-four… Cumberbatch or Miller. They’re both 
fine actors, equally superb in Danny Boyle’s 
production of Frankenstein, and Matthew Elliott’s 
guide to both Sherlock and Elementary is throughout 
perceptive, witty, affectionate and deeply 
knowledgeable. I expect the next edition of The 
Immortals to be twice as long, and even more 
successful. 
 
A Study in Sherlock: 13 Years of Sherlock 
Holmes Artwork 2000-2013 by Bret M Herholz. 
Soft Shoe Press. 2013. 100pp. £8.45 (pbk) 
 In 2010 I welcomed Bret M Herholz’s graphic 
novel, Sherlock Holmes: The Painful Predicament of 
Alice Faulkner, written and illustrated after William 
Gillette’s play. It’s interesting to see the 
development of his distinctive Edward Gorey-esque 
style through scores of mostly unpublished 
drawings, including a whole sequence for “The 
Cardboard Box”, illustrations for stories by Lyndsay 
Faye, Bert Coules and Lee Shackleford, and set 
designs for Gillette’s Sherlock Holmes and Conan 
Doyle’s little-known play The Crown Diamond. 
What’s in the book may be only a fraction of the 
Holmesian artwork that he’s done. I’d love to see the 
rest of it! 
 
Watson Is Not an Idiot: An Opinionated Tour of 
the Sherlock Holmes Canon by Eddy Webb. MX 
Publishing. 2013. 201pp. £9.99 (pbk) 
 We who are daunted by the sheer quantity of 
material on the Internet undoubtedly miss some good 
stuff, such as, in my case, the blog of Eddy Webb at 

http://eddyfate.com. The essays first posted there 
and revised for this book are indeed opinionated, as 
they must be; they’re also intelligent, incisive and 
well-written. The nearest equivalent to Watson Is 
Not an Idiot is probably Martin Dakin’s Sherlock 
Holmes Commentary, but Mr Webb adheres 
throughout to the premise that the chronicles of 
Sherlock Holmes were written by Arthur Conan 
Doyle, and that they are fiction. I hope the day is 
past when that truth was denounced as heretical by 
Holmes devotees. This fresh voice can help us 
appreciate just what is good and what’s less good in 
the stories, and why they still appeal when so many 
of Conan Doyle’s contemporaries are forgotten. The 
book would make an ideal present for the Holmesian 
neophyte — or for the long-time scholar, if it comes 
to that. 
 
The Lighter Side of Sherlock Holmes: The 
Sherlockian Artwork of Norman Schatell 
compiled by Glenn Schatell. MX Publishing. 2013. 
viii + 290pp. £12.99 (pbk) 
 Some cartoonists have looked beyond the 
Sherlockian clichés, and combined artistic skill and a 
mad sense of humour with a deep knowledge of the 
canon. One of the best was the amazingly prolific 
Norman Schatell (1925-1980), whose work 
enlivened The Baker Street Journal, Baker Street 
Miscellanea and other publications. Who else could 
have devised a series of just-about-practical craft 
projects that include the Very Kinetic Holmes 
Marionette, the Late Professor Moriarty Oscillating 
and Magnetic Automobile-Dashboard Goodluck 
Figure, and the Holmes-Roylott Trick Poker? It took 
thirty-three years, but The Lighter Side of Sherlock 
Holmes was worth the wait (and I’m honoured to 
have been asked to contribute a foreword to the 
book). 
 
The Story and the Scripts Behind No Place Like 
Holmes: Select Episode Scripts From The Hit 
Sherlock Holmes Web Drama Comedy by Ross K 
Foad. MX Publishing. 2012. 252pp. £9.99 (pbk) 
 At www.nplh.co.uk/ you’ll find No Place Like 
Holmes, a series of comedy-dramas written and 
directed by Ross K Foad (who also plays Sherlock 
Holmes), based on the premise that Holmes and 
Watson were frozen in a time-spell by the demonic 
Hugo Baskerville, emerging eventually in the year 
2010. We witness them, as the website says, fighting 
both evil masterminds and modern appliances. The 
films — thirteen so far, plus three Mary Morstan 
Mysteries, two reminiscences from the Great Hiatus, 
and six miscellaneous shorts — are attracting an 
increasing and enthusiastic audience worldwide, 
people who will surely welcome The Story and the 
Scripts Behind No Place Like Holmes, which 



contains four full-length scripts plus the promos for 
the Great Sherlock Holmes Debate 3 and the Baker 
Street Babes’ Sherlopalooza, and an account of the 
curious birth and development of the series. Also 
available is Holmes in Time for Christmas (MX; 
£7.99), a novel adapted from one of the Great Hiatus 
mysteries, involving Mycroft Holmes, Irene Adler 
and death in the festive season. Like the scripts and 
the films themselves, it’s clever, intelligent and 
funny. 
 
The Disappearance of Mr James Phillimore by 
Dan Andriacco. MX Publishing. 2013. 244pp. 
(£9.99) 
 Dan Andriacco’s new novel brings Sebastian 
McCabe, Jeff Cody and Lynda Teal from Erin, Ohio 
to London. McCabe has been challenged to a debate, 
Holmes vs Dupin; Jeff and Lynda are on their 
honeymoon, but they’re inevitably drawn in when a 
distinguished Holmesian collector disappears. His 
name is James Phillimore, and he vanishes in just the 
way that his fictional namesake did, stepping back 
into his house to retrieve his umbrella. Perhaps for 
the first time, Sebastian McCabe finds himself up 
against a truly deadly enemy, one who sees himself 
as a real-life Moriarty. The book actually gives us 
two separate mysteries on the same theme. Within 
the present-day narrative is a fine Sherlock Holmes 
pastiche, “The Magic Umbrella”, which may just be 
relevant to the disappearance of the real James 
Phillimore. And there’s a bonus: Jeff and Lynda 
spent the earlier part of their honeymoon in Rome, 
where Lynda solved the curious case of the Vatican 
Cameos. Dr Andriacco’s writing, as always, is witty 
and assured. Jeff, Lynda and Sebastian are people 
you’d truly like to meet. 
 
Young Sherlock Holmes: Knife Edge by Andrew 
Lane. Macmillan Children’s Books. 2013. 352pp. 
£12.99 (hbk) 
 Knife Edge brings Sherlock back from his 
perilous adventures in Shanghai. He disembarks 
from the Gloria Scott (no, a different Gloria Scott) at 
Galway and to his astonishment is met by his brother 
Mycroft. It is, of course, work that brings Mycroft 
Holmes so far from his protective routine. Sir 
Shadrach Quintillan is holding an auction at his 
castle, at which the world’s great powers will bid for 
the services of a clairvoyant who claims to 
communicate with the dead and to see into the 
future. Mycroft’s first task, aided by Sherlock, is to 
discover how genuine are Ambrose Albano’s 
powers, and then there’s the diplomatic battle of wits 
with the other prospective bidders. As if things 
weren’t complicated enough, the legendary Dark 
Beast makes its presence known in a peculiarly 
violent way. What I love about this series, apart from 

the excitement and the appealing characters, is the 
way in which we see Sherlock gradually develop, to 
become the man we know from Dr Watson’s 
accounts.  
 
Children’s books 
 Sherlock Ferret, who lives with his friend 
Watson Mouse in rooms underneath Mrs Hudson’s 
bakery, is asked by Miss Leticia Rabbit to recover 
her gold necklace. Sherlock suspects Moriarty 
Magpie or his associate Sebastian Moorhen of 
stealing it. Sherlock Ferret and the Missing Necklace 
by Hugh Ashton (Ted E Beans; £3.73) is a delightful 
story, with illustrations by Andy Boerger that remind 
me rather of Paul Galdone’s for the original Basil of 
Baker Street books by Eve Titus. 
 Is That My Holmes? and Is That My Watson? 
(MX Publishing; each £6.99) are very slim booklets, 
but very attractive, with Andrew Murray’s neat little 
verses illustrated in full colour by Deakin Brook, 
parodying toddlers’ board books such as That’s Not 
My Duck… Adults will probably get more from them 
than children: “And Jonny Lee Miller’s a bit too 
dressed down. / He’s in the wrong clothes — and 
he’s in the wrong town…”  
 
In brief 
 John Bennett Shaw, one of the best and wisest 
of Sherlockians, would have been a hundred years 
old this year, and Sherlock in LA Press (1741 Via 
Allena, Oceanside, CA 92056, USA) has published a 
delightful booklet, The Sage of Santa Fe: Adventures 
and Public Life of John Bennett Shaw by Susan Rice 
and Vinnie Brosnan, with photographs, drawings, 
quotations and reminiscences ($7.00 postpaid to US, 
$9.00 postpaid to UK). 
 In an attractive slim paperback called A Few 
Lessons from Sherlock Holmes (MX Publishing; 
£6.99) our Swedish member Peter Bevelin has 
gathered pithy quotations from Holmes and others, 
arranged to illustrate important points. For instance, 
under “The eye sees only what it is trained to see” 
we find observations from Jean-Martin Charcot, C 
Auguste Dupin, William Osler and Thomas McCrae, 
as well as Holmes himself.  
 There’s ideal material for a Holmesian quiz 
night in The Sherlock Holmes Quiz Book by Andrew 
Murray (MX Publishing; £8.99). The thousand 
questions, covering individual stories, stage, screen 
and radio adaptations, characters, crimes, disguises 
and more, range from the straightforward to the truly 
brain-teasing.   
 The Victorian Detective (Shire Publications; 
£6.99) by Alan Moss, a retired senior police officer, 
and Keith Skinner, co-author of The Official 
Encyclopaedia of Scotland Yard, is a first-rate 
introduction to the British police detective, from the 



Bow Street Runners to the age of scientific 
investigation. The 56-page paperback is splendidly 
illustrated, remarkably comprehensive, and written 
with great authority. Conan Doyle’s depiction of the 
police often slides into caricature. The Victorian 
Detective is the reality. 
 Calvert Markham has written the foreword to 
Sherlock Holmes in Japan by Vasudev Murthy, 
writing as Akira Yamashita (HarperCollins India; 
Rs350). ‘Dr John H. Watson receives a strange 
letter from his supposedly dead friend, and sets out 
for Tokyo. On the ship, his quiet, distinguished 
cabin-mate is murdered… Meanwhile, in the opium 
dens of Shanghai and in the back alleys of Tokyo, 
sinister men hatch evil plots. And Professor 
Moriarty stalks the world, drawing up a map for 
worldwide dominion. Only one man can outwit the 
diabolical professor. And that man has survived 
Reichenbach Falls.’ The novel is available in Kindle 
format from Amazon.co.uk for £9.06. 
 The ten exploits in Sherlock Holmes: The 
Russian Connection and other new adventures by N 
M Scott (Book Guild Publishing; £16.99) take 
Holmes and Watson to rural Sussex, Kew Gardens, 
the Yorkshire Dales, Bethnal Green, and Moscow. 
The cases involve espionage, blackmail, abduction 
and murder — and there’s more than one Russian 
connection. The plotting is clever, the period setting 
faithful, and the style agreeable.  
 The text in The Deed Box of John H Watson 
MD by Hugh Ashton (Inknbeans Press; £15.99) is 
laid out in double columns, evoking the appearance 
of The Strand Magazine. Eight of the eleven stories, 
such as “Colonel Warburton’s Madness”, “The 
Mystery of the Paradol Chamber” and “The Case of 
the Trepoff Murder”, all ingeniously devised and 
very well written, expand upon the hints dropped by 
Watson. The longest tale, The Darlington 
Substitution, is published separately, as a 220-page 
paperback (Inknbeans; £6.40). Mr Ashton has also 
written Notes from the Dispatch-Box of John H 
Watson MD (Inknbeans; £6.18), Further Notes from 
the Dispatch-Box of John H Watson MD (Inknbeans; 
£6.39) and The Death of Cardinal Tosca (Inknbeans; 
£6.23).  
 The Making of a Man by John Worth (MX 
Publishing; £9.99) gives a radically new account of 
how Sherlock Holmes came to be. Young Shiloh 
Coombes (originally Gomez), fallen on bad times 
after leaving his family in disgrace, is rescued by 
Isidor Feigenbaum, master of a gang of young 
thieves. The influence of Oliver Twist is plain, but 
Coombes’s experience is not like Oliver’s. It’s a 
bold notion — perhaps a little too bold 
 In A Study in Regret (MX Publishing; £6.99) 
Claire Daines reimagines another part of the 
detective’s life. Not only did Professor Moriarty die 

at Reichenbach but Dr Watson was shot dead by 
Colonel Moran — and Sherlock Holmes must live 
with the loss and the danger, supported by Inspector 
Lestrade and Mary Watson. A sequel called The 
Final Solution is forthcoming. 
 Sherlock Holmes & the Master Engraver 
(GlenRoss Editions; £11.95) is the first in a series by 
Ross Husband called The Revival of Sherlock 
Holmes. The plates for the new Bank of England 
£10.00 notes are stolen, along with the special water-
marked paper. The quest to retrieve them takes 
Holmes and Watson into the most dangerous corners 
of London, and the man behind the crime is shielded 
by brutality and murder — and by his own 
extraordinary intelligence. It’s a clever, fast-moving, 
atmospheric story. 
 Sherlock Holmes: The Stuff of Nightmares by 
James Lovegrove (Titan Books; £7.99) begins with 
an explosion at Waterloo Station, and builds from 
there. The bomber’s ultimate victim is to be Queen 
Victoria, but is he, as the police believe, the masked 
man who appears at each catastrophic scene? Or 
does that mysterious person (a sort of amalgam of 
Spring-heeled Jack and Batman, who calls himself 
Baron Cauchemar) have another and higher purpose, 
as Holmes suspects?  
 Sherlock Holmes: The Will of the Dead by 
George Mann (Titan Books; £7.99) is adapted from 
an audio play called The Reification of Hans Gerber, 
recorded by Big Finish, with Nicholas Briggs and 
Richard Earl as Holmes and Watson. The plot, a 
good one concerning the unsuspected new claimant 
to a murdered man’s estate, is neatly interwoven 
with a separate parallel mystery: who is behind the 
spate of robberies committed by “iron men”, steam-
powered mechanical androids?  
 Why, in the enlightened 1880s, is someone 
stealing the bodies of young women from London 
cemeteries? That’s the starting point of Sherlock 
Holmes and the Horror of Frankenstein, the new 
graphic novel by Luke Benjamen Kuhns and Marcie 
Klinger (MX Publishing; £7.99). Ms Klinger’s 
splendidly atmospheric full-colour illustrations 
enhance Mr Kuhn’s luridly exciting story, and the 
result is full-blooded gothic horror. 
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